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Abstract

Anxiety and depression are common among patients with chronic physical illnesses and

have a significant impact on morbidity, quality of life, and health service utilisation. Psycho-

logical treatment of anxiety and depression has small to moderate efficacy in this group and

is not commonly based on a model of causal mechanisms. A novel approach to understand-

ing and improving mental health outcomes in physical illnesses is needed. One approach

may be to explore the role of metacognitive beliefs which are reliably associated with anxiety

and depression in individuals with mental health difficulties. The current systematic review

aimed to evaluate the contribution of metacognitive beliefs to anxiety and depression across

physical illnesses. Systematic searches were conducted on Web of Science, PsychINFO,

MEDLINE, Embase, and CINAHL of studies published between 1997 and January 2019. 13

eligible studies were identified that in sum comprised 2851 participants. Metacognitive

beliefs were found to have reliable, moderate, positive and significant associations with anx-

iety and depression symptoms across a range of physical illnesses. There appeared to be

commonality and some specificity in the relationships. Negative metacognitive beliefs con-

cerned with uncontrollability and danger of worry were associated with both anxiety and

depression across all physical illnesses assessed, whilst more specific associations

emerged for individual medical conditions where positive beliefs about worry, cognitive con-

fidence and cognitive self-consciousness were unique correlates. Negative metacognitive

beliefs of uncontrollability and danger significantly and positively predicted symptoms of

anxiety and depression after controlling for factors including age, gender, disease factors

and cognition (illness perceptions and intolerance of uncertainty). The results suggest that

the metacognitive model of psychological disorder is applicable to psychological symptoms

of anxiety and depression across a range of chronic medical conditions, implying that meta-

cognitive therapy might be helpful in improving outcomes in multiple morbidities that involve

poor mental and medical health.
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Introduction

Approximately 15 million people in England (30% of the population) have a physical illness

(e.g. heart disease, diabetes) and they are two or three times more likely to experience mental

health problems compared to the general population [1–10]. The presence of mental health

symptoms (e.g., anxiety, depression) in physical illness has a widespread negative impact that

includes poorer clinical outcomes and prognosis, an increase of adverse health behaviours (e.g.

physical inactivity), poorer self-care, worse functional status and decreased quality of life [11].

In addition, those with both a mental and physical illness use more health care services [12],

resulting in UK NHS spending of between 8 and 3 billion pounds [13]. Individuals with co-

morbid mental health symptoms are less likely to be in employment or when they are produc-

tivity is reduced [14–16]. A better understanding of the psychological factors linked to negative

mental health symptoms such as anxiety and depression in physical illness might aid in more

effective psychological treatment for this population.

The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) recommends the use of evi-

dence-based psychological interventions to treat mental health in those with long term condi-

tions. Among NICE recommended psychological interventions are psychoeducation, group-

based skills training, individual and group cognitive behavioural therapy and pharmacological

treatments [8]. Nevertheless, within-sample effect sizes for such treatments from pre to post-

treatment among cardiac patients are small, ranging from Cohen’s d = 0.15 to 0.34 [17]. A

recent meta-analysis among patients with a cardiovascular disease compared CBT treatment

with no-intervention (n = 1), educational materials (n = 1), or usual care (n = 10). Whilst CBT

significantly decreased symptoms, the effect sizes were small for depression (Cohen’s d = 0.35)

and anxiety (Cohen’s d = 0.34) [18].

In cancer patients, a recent meta-analysis evaluating psychological interventions for anxiety

and depression [19] found that at post-treatment psychoeducation interventions demonstrated

a small within sample effect size (Cohen’s d = 0.14 for depression, and d = 0.22 for anxiety),

with small to medium within sample effects for relaxation training (d = 0.37 for depression

and d = 0.54 for anxiety). Psychotherapy interventions (e.g. coping skills training, CBT, sup-

portive-expressive psychotherapy) were associated with similar post-treatment within-sample

effect sizes irrespective of treatment delivery in individual or group formats (anxiety: individ-

ual psychotherapy d = 0.49, group psychotherapy d = 0.44; depression: individual psychother-

apy d = 0.35, group psychotherapy d = 0.48) [19].

There are a number of reasons for the variable but often limited effects of existing treat-

ments, including the low quality of many studies and the focus of treatments on general coping

skills such as anxiety management or use of techniques that aim to reality-test negative

thoughts and beliefs. Specifically, anxiety and mood disturbances are likely to be ‘normal’ fol-

lowing diagnosis and during invasive treatments and are part of an adjustment process. There

are also barriers to the implementation of existing treatment techniques in more chronic cases

of distress that might compromise effectiveness. For instance, it is not meaningful to challenge

some negative beliefs and fears of recurrence in cancer and cardiac patients, many of whom

are at increased risk of future health events. It is clear from treatment outcome data and the

nature of existing therapies that a different approach is required. Such an approach might be

grounded in modern evidence-based theories of the psychological factors that cause or main-

tain abnormal adjustment reactions and accompanying symptoms of anxiety and depression.

One model and treatment approach that has gained success and advanced outcomes in

mental health settings is based on the Self-Regulatory Executive Function (S-REF) model [20,

21], which is the basis of metacognitive therapy [22, 23]. This approach might also offer

advances in the area of physical health because unlike many exiting approaches it does not aim
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to teach coping skills or challenge the validity of negative thoughts about the future. Current

models used in health psychology place illness perceptions in a central role in coping and the

maintenance of distress. For example, Leventhal’s Common Sense Model of Self-regulation

[24] suggests that there are five illness perceptions that maintain distress: identity (the illness

and its symptoms), cause (beliefs about the perceived cause of the illness), time-lines (beliefs

regarding how long the illness will last), consequences (beliefs about the physical and social

impact of the illness on oneself), and controllability (beliefs about whether the illness can be

cured or managed). Despite associations between illness perceptions and psychological out-

comes [25] including reduced quality of life [25–27], the mechanisms leading to a persistence

of unhelpful illness perceptions and their link with anxiety and depression remains unclear.

For instance, even if an illness is perceived to be chronic, from which there can be no ‘recovery’

not everyone will develop severe or persistent anxiety or depression. What is needed is an

approach that is not dependent on the content of appraisals about illness in accounting for lev-

els of psychological distress.

The metacognitive model conceptualises emotional symptoms as part of normal recovery

and focuses on modifying a specific set of psychological factors involved in the maladaptive reg-

ulation of thinking that impedes psychological adjustment. According to the model [20, 21]

abnormal and persistent psychological distress results from metacognitive beliefs (i.e. beliefs

about thinking) which give rise to a maladaptive thinking style termed the cognitive attentional

syndrome (CAS). The CAS is characterized by negative self-referential processing such as worry,

rumination, threat monitoring and coping strategies that have unintended effects. The CAS

interferes with the gradual down-regulation of negative emotions and arousal following or dur-

ing stressful personal experiences, such as those accompanying physical illness. The metacogni-

tive beliefs behind the CAS are conceptualised as positive beliefs which concern the usefulness of

worrying (i.e. “Worrying helps me to anticipate problems before it is too late) and negative

metacognitive beliefs that focus on the uncontrollability and harmfulness of worrying (i.e. “My

worrying is uncontrollable; Worrying too much will cause my cancer to return”). Negative meta-

cognitive beliefs are considered to be of particular importance in psychological dysfunction

because they lead to a sense of loss of control of thinking and a sense of current threat from cog-

nition itself [23, 28]. One of the features of the metacognitive model is that it is transdiagnostic,

suggesting that psychological distress is maintained by a common set of processes. While thera-

peutic interventions, namely Metacognitive Therapy (MCT), can be delivered based on disorder

specific models, a generic model can also be applied. MCT focuses on regulating overthinking

processes (worry and rumination) and maladaptive attention strategies using a variety of meth-

ods that includes challenging metacognitive beliefs. As such, MCT focuses on modifying the

processes that maintain repetitive negative thinking rather than the content of individuals

thoughts, and in doing so aids patients in becoming more flexible in dealing with their concerns.

Consistent evidence supports the hypothesised relationship between metacognitive beliefs

and anxiety and depression in non-clinical and mental health populations. A recent meta-anal-

ysis found that five dimensions of metacognitions were prevalent among patients with mental

health disorders [29], consistent with central predictions of the metacognitive model [20, 21].

Specifically, Sun et al [29] reported large effects of negative metacognitive beliefs concerning

uncontrollability and danger, and beliefs regarding the need for control across psychiatric

diagnoses (e.g. major depression, generalised anxiety disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder).

In contrast, positive metacognitive beliefs showed moderate but less consistent effects but

there were more specific associations with low cognitive confidence and increased cognitive

self-consciousness.

Fewer studies have investigated associations between metacognitive beliefs and symptoms

of anxiety and depression in physical illness. The present systematic review aimed to address
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this gap in the evidence-base by assessing the quality and consistency of evidence for any such

relationships. If an effect can be demonstrated that is similar to that found in mental health

this would have translational implications and provide support for the use of metacognitive

theory and therapy to treat symptoms of anxiety and depression in patients with physical

illnesses.

Methods

The methods followed the PRISMA statement for conducting and reporting systematic

reviews [30]. The study is registered with PROSPERO (ID CRD42019123581).

Search strategy

A systematic review was conducted for articles published from 1997 to January 2019. A start

date of 1997 was chosen because this was the date of the first publication of the metacognitions

questionnaire (MCQ) that measures the metacognitive beliefs implicated in the S-REF model.

Five electronic databases were evaluated which included: Web of Science, PsychINFO, MED-

LINE, Embase, and CINAHL.

Search terms were agreed through discussion with three authors (LC, CF, AW). Search

terms for the metacognition variable were created to capture a range of metacognitive

belief terms and measures. The search terms for metacognition included: "metacognition

questionnaire" or "meta-cognition questionnaire" or "meta cognition questionnaire" or

"metacognition� questionnaire" or "meta-cognition� questionnaire" or "meta cognition� ques-

tionnaire" or "metacognitive belief�" or "meta-cognitive belief�" or "meta cognitive belief�".

Search terms describing psychological distress were created to encapsulate a broad range of

keywords including: "psychological distress" or "emotional distress" or "emotional disorder" or

"anxiety" or "depression" or "mental illness" or "mental health" or "mental disorders" or "mood"

or "stress". Search terms for physical illness were not included due to the lack of consistency on

the definitions and to prevent relevant articles not being retrieved. The search strategy can be

found in S1 File.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Studies were eligible if they were published in a peer reviewed journal and evaluated metacog-

nitive beliefs and anxiety or depression in a physical illness. A variety of quantitative methodo-

logical designs were included in order to be as inclusive and representative as possible, this

included cross-sectional studies, longitudinal designs, and experimental designs. Case series

and randomized controlled trials were also eligible if they included baseline comparisons of

anxiety/depression and metacognitive beliefs. Systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and qualita-

tive studies were excluded. In addition, book chapters, conference presentations, dissertations,

theoretical articles and data sets were excluded from the review. All included studies had to

report on a physical illness and this was not restricted to chronic physical illnesses. All papers

had to include a validated measure of metacognitive beliefs which included the Metacognition

Questionnaire- 65 (MCQ-65, [31]), the Metacognition Questionnaire- 30 (MCQ-30; [32]).

The MCQ-65 is a 65-item measure of metacognitive beliefs across five subscales and demon-

strates good internal consistency, Cronbach alpha’s for the five subscales are: (1) positive

beliefs about worry (PB = .87), (2) negative beliefs (uncontrollability/danger, UD = .89), (3)

superstition/punishment/need for control (NC = .74), (4) cognitive confidence (CC = .84),

and (5) cognitive self-consciousness (CSC = .72). The MCQ-30 is a shortened version of the

MCQ-65 with the same five factors and response format, with total scores ranging from 30 to

120. The MCQ-30 demonstrates good convergent validity, test-retest reliability and internal
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consistency [32–34]. The Cronbach’s alpha’s for the subscales are: CC = 0.93, PB = 0.92,

CSC = 0.92, UD = 0.91 and NC = 0.72. Studies had to include a validated measure of psycho-

logical distress (anxiety, depression). Included studies had to be conducted in adults, studies

evaluating children, adolescents, and caregivers were excluded. Studies had to be written in

English, Italian, or Spanish to be included in the review because there was no translation ser-

vice available for other languages.

Data extraction

Data extraction was conducted by the first and second authors. Study characteristics extracted

included the sample (e.g. physical illness, age, gender), the study design (i.e. cross-sectional,

longitudinal, randomized controlled trial, case series), measures used to assess metacognitive

beliefs (i.e. MCQ-65, MCQ-30), measures used for psychological distress (e.g. Hospital Anxi-

ety and Depression Scale), and key findings (i.e. means, standard deviations, correlation

coefficients).

Quality assessment

All included studies were assessed for methodological quality and risk of bias using the NIH

quality assessment tool for observational cohort and cross-sectional studies [35]. The tool has

14 items, with each item rated as yes, no, cannot decide, not applicable and not reported, and

an overall rating of good, fair or poor is assigned. All studies were assessed by two independent

raters (LC, CF). Any discrepancies were resolved through discussion by a third rater (ZH).

Results

Literature search results

The literature search yielded 1540 papers, after removing duplicates 733 articles remained. An

additional 169 articles were excluded due to being books/book reviews, conference abstracts,

meetings, supplements, were in another language, or were a dataset. Following this the titles

and abstracts of 564 articles were screened, which resulted in 526 articles being excluded as

they were not in adults, had a study design not meeting inclusion criteria, or did not report on

a physical illness. This resulted in 38 articles being assessed in full-text for eligibility. Seventeen

articles were then excluded as three articles were found to be abstracts, one was on caregivers,

six did not report on physical illnesses, two did not include a measure of metacognitive beliefs,

four did not evaluate metacognitive beliefs and distress, and one did not include a measure of

psychological distress. An additional, four were excluded [36–39] as they were case-series or

randomized controlled trials that did not include baseline correlations of metacognitive beliefs

and distress. A further five studies [40–44] used data from the same dataset, as such to avoid

data duplication one study [41] was selected for inclusion in each case based on quality ratings

and on the study aims. Fig 1 provides an overview of the screening procedure.

Description of included studies

Of the 13 included studies, four were in cancer, two were in Parkinson’s disease, two were in

epilepsy, and the remaining were in diabetes, fibromyalgia, multiple sclerosis, stroke, and car-

diac samples. Overall, 2851 patients were included across studies, resulting in a mean age of

54.38 (SD = 11.23), with the overall sample being predominately female (68%). Tables 1 and 2

provide a summary of included studies, and Table 3 includes a summary of the correlations

between measures of distress and metacognitive beliefs. While all studies assessed symptoms

of anxiety and depression, no study included a formal mental health diagnosis. However,
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patients were experiencing clinically significant levels of anxiety and depression in all studies

except for Donnellan et al [45] and Quattropani et al [46, 47] where patients had lower mean

scores on anxiety and depression outcomes. Clinically significant anxiety and depression was

defined as mean scores above cut-offs applied to symptoms scales.

All included studies used a cross-sectional design and administered the MCQ-30 as a mea-

sure of metacognitive beliefs. A range of questionnaires were used to evaluate psychological

distress. The most common measure of psychological distress was the Hospital Anxiety and

Depression Scale (HADS; [48]), which was used in nine studies [41, 45–47, 49–53]. One study

[54] included the Depression, Anxiety, and Stress Scale (DASS; [55]), one study [56] used the

Hamilton Depression Scale (HAM-D; [57]), one study [58] used the Generalized Anxiety Dis-

order-7 (GAD-7; [59]), and Patients Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9; [60]), and one study

[61] used the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II; [62]) and Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI;

[63]). Only one study evaluated symptoms of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) using

the Impact of Events Scale (IES; [64]).

Fig 1. Consort diagram.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0238457.g001
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Table 1. Description of included studies and quality assessment.

Study Sample Distress

Measure

Key Finding Quality

RatingPhysical Illness Age M (SD) Gender

(M:F)

Allot, Wells,

Morrison & Walker

(2005)

Parkinson’s

disease

68.52 (9.61) 33:11 HADS Metacognitive beliefs significantly and positively

predicted HADS-total. NMC explained the most

variance in distress.

Fair

Brown & Fernie

(2015)

Parkinson’s

disease

65.60 (9.30) 73:33 HADS Three MCQ subscales were significant predictors of

anxiety: NMC, PMC, CC

Fair

Compare, et al

(2018)

Cardiac

(Takotsubo

Cardio-myopathy)

TTC-t 66.4 (12.8) TTC-nt

65.8 (11.1) AMI-t 66.1

(10.1)

12:99 HAM-D Depression was significantly and positively associated

with NMC.

Poor

Cook et al (2015) Cancer (Breast &

Prostate Cancer)

61.30 (8.90) 79:150 HADS IES Metacognitive beliefs explained 34% of the variance in

anxiety and 14% in depression. PMC and NMC were

significant predictors of anxiety and depression. MCQ

significant predictor of PTSD symptoms. NMC largest

contributor to PTSD symptoms.

Fair

Donnellan et al

(2016)

Stroke 61 (13.55) 43:21 HADS CC, CSC, and NMC were correlated with anxiety and

depression.

Fair

Fisher & Noble

(2017)

Epilepsy 49 (15.40) 128:221 BDI BAI Metacognitive beliefs explained 20% of the variance in

anxiety and 24% in depression. NMC and CC

significantly predicted anxiety, and NMC, CC and NC

predicted depression.

Fair

Fisher et al (2018) Cancer 20.40 (2.03) 41:46 HADS

IES-R

Metacognitive beliefs were positively correlated with

anxiety, depression, and PTSD. NMC showed the

strongest correlation with HADS-total. NMC and CC

predicted HADS-total and NMC and NC significantly

predicted PSTD symptoms.

Fair

Fisher, Reilly, &

Noble (2018)

Epilepsy 36.4 (12.4) 118:339 HADS Metacognitive beliefs were associated with anxiety and

depression. NMC, CC, and NTC were significant

predictors of anxiety and depression

Fair

Heffer-Rahn &

Fisher (2018)

Multiple Sclerosis 43.30 (11.94) 21:111 HADS Metacognitive beliefs predicted HADS-total. NMC

significant predictor of HADS-total

Fair

Kollmann, et al

(2016)

Fibromyalgia 49.90 (8.50) 81:316 DASS All the MCQ-30 subscales were positively correlated

with anxiety and depression.

Poor

Purewal & Fisher

(2018)

Diabetes T1DM Males 50.42 (14.8)

Females 43.4 2(13.9) T2DM
Males 60.88 (10.7) Females

56.04 (12.5)

254:361 GAD-7 &

PHQ-9

In T1 diabetes, NMC, CC significant predictor of

anxiety and depression. NC was a significant predictor

of depression. In T2 diabetes MCQ significantly

predicted anxiety and depression. NMC predicted

anxiety and depression. CC was also a predictor of

depression.

Fair

Quattropani, Lenzo,

& Filastro (2017)

Cancer (Breast

Cancer)

56.09 (13.00) 0:80 HADS NMC were highly correlated with anxiety and

depression. NC also correlated with anxiety and

depression. CSC correlated with anxiety not

depression. NMC was the only significant predictor of

anxiety, not depression

Poor

Quattropani, Lenzo,

Mucciardi, & Toffle

(2016)

Cancer (Breast,

Colorectal, &

Others)

58.21 (11.66) 34:141 HADS NMC and CC correlated with anxiety and depression.

PMC correlated with anxiety, but not depression.

NMC significantly predicted anxiety and depression.

CSC significantly predicted depression

Poor

HADS = Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; HAM-D = Hamilton Depression Scale; IES = Impact of Events Scale; BDI = Beck Depression Inventory; BAI = Beck

Anxiety Inventory; DASS = Depression Anxiety Stress Scale; NMC = Negative Metacognitive Beliefs (uncontrollability and danger of worry); CC = Cognitive

Confidence; CSC = Cognitive Self Consciousness; PMC = Positive Metacognitive Beliefs; NC = Need for Control; T1DM = Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus; T2DM = Type 2

Diabetes Mellitus; TTC-t = takotsubo cardiomyopathy with emotion triggers; TTC-nt = takotsubo cardiomyopathy without emotion triggers; AMI-t = acute myocardial

infarction patients with emotion triggers.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0238457.t001
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Studies were assessed for methodological quality and risk of bias. Four studies were rated as

poor, and nine were rated as fair. Studies rated as poor were often missing the inclusion and

exclusion criteria and did not include details on the sample size calculation. Studies rated as

fair often lacked descriptive details on the sample and did not report all means and standard

deviations for relevant study variables. As only four studies were rated as poor, two of which

were by the same author, no weighting was provided to studies based on quality ratings.

Are metacognitive beliefs associated with anxiety and depression in

physical illnesses?

Negative metacognitive beliefs concerning uncontrollability & danger. Negative meta-

cognitive beliefs in the uncontrollability and danger domain were positively associated with

anxiety and depression across all physical illnesses included in the review [45–47, 50–54, 56,

58] as noted in Table 3. The average correlation coefficient with anxiety was 0.68 (r = 0.55–

0.77) as measured by the HADS, DASS, and GAD-7 [45–47, 50–52, 54, 58].

Table 2. Means and standard deviation of distress measures and metacognitive beliefs.

Study Physical

Illness

Distress Measure M

(SD)

MCQ

NMC M (SD) PMC M (SD) CSC M (SD) CC M (SD) NC M (SD)

Allot et al.

(2005)

Parkinson’s

disease

HADS NR NR NR NR NR NR

Brown & Fernie

(2015)

Parkinson’s

disease

HADS-A 9.17 (2.48) 10.02 (3.75) 9.19 (3.02) 12.27 (3.33) 12.97 (4.30) 10.80 (3.20)

Compare, et al

(2018)

Cardiac HAM-D TTC-t 20.19

(14.4) TTC-nt 10.34

(9.3) AMI-t 18.55 (14.5)

TTC-t 21.01 (0.66)

TTC-nt 13.5 (0.67)

AMI-t 11.71 (0.65)

TTC-t 13.22 (0.62)

TTC-nt 13.48

(0.63) AMI-t 14.00

(0.61)

TTC-t 7.52 (0.69)

TTC-nt 17.35 (0.7)

AMI-t 1 7.78

(0.68)

TTC-t 21.44 (0.55)

TTC-nt 15.09

(0.56) AMI-t 15.03

(0.54)

TTC-t 16.87 (0.88)

TTC-nt 13.54 (0.9)

AMI-t 11.75 (0.88)

Cook et al (2015) Cancer HADS NR NR NR NR NR NR

Donnellan et al

(2016)

Stroke HADS-A 5.66 (4.54)

HADS-D 5.64 (4.85)

12.35 (4.87) 11.84 (5.45) 14.10 (5.18) 10.32 (4.89) 13.00 (3.76)

Fisher & Noble

(2017)

Epilepsy BDI-II NR BAI NR NR NR NR NR NR

Fisher et al

(2018)

Cancer HADS 10.43 (7.55)

IES-R 21.10 (18.15)

11.63 (5.06) 9.18 (3.65) 14.06 (4.35) 10.94 (5.13) 10.55 (3.14)

Fisher, Reilly, &

Noble (2018)

Epilepsy HADS-A 11.66 (4.16)

HADS-D 7.88 (4.49)

16.19 (4.82) 10.56 (4.29) 15.94 (4.08) 16.64 (5.58) 13.35 (4.41)

Heffer-Rahn &

Fisher (2018)

Multiple

Sclerosis

HADS-T 19.46 (6.92) 14.61 (4.49) 10.84 (4.38) 16.24 (4.46) 15.08 (5.52) 11.89 (4.33)

Kollmann, et al

(2016)

Fibromyalgia DASS-D 16.19 (4.74)

DASS-A 16.08 (4.9)

12.13 (4.67) 8.74 (3.28) 12.48 (3.91) 12.95 (4.94) 10.11 (3.88)

Purewal &

Fisher (2018)

Diabetes GAD-7 5.53 (5.44)

PHQ-9 7.80 (6.70)

10.91 (4.83) 9.59 (3.91) 13.28 (4.58) 11.23 (5.15) 9.98 (3.81)

Quattropani

et al. (2017)

Cancer HADS-A 7.43 (4.34)

HADS-D 5.86 (3.63)

HADS-T 12.79 (7.40)

13.13 (4.63) 9.91 (4.44) 18.41 (2.89) 10.89 (4.36) 14.16 (3.44)

Quattropani

et al. (2016)

Cancer HADS-A 6.88 (4.32)

HADS-D 5.76 (3.70)

HADS-T 12.42 (7.49)

12.84 (4.53) 10.24 (4.57) 18.71 (3.38) 10.54 (4.27) 15.06 (3.47)

HADS = Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; BDI-II = Beck Depression Scale-II; BAI = Beck Anxiety Inventory; HAM-D = Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression;

DASS = Depression, Anxiety, Stress Scale; GAD-7 = Generalized Anxiety Disorder Assessment-7; PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire -9; NMC = Negative

Metacognitive Beliefs (uncontrollability and danger of worry); CC = Cognitive Confidence; CSC = Cognitive Self Consciousness; PMC = Positive Metacognitive Beliefs;

NC = Need for Control; NR = Not Reported; A = Anxiety; D = Depression; T = Total; TTC-t = takotsubo cardiomyopathy with emotion triggers; TTC-nt = takotsubo

cardiomyopathy without emotion triggers; AMI-t = acute myocardial infarction patients with emotion triggers.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0238457.t002
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Similarly, these negative metacognitive beliefs were positively and significantly associated

with depression when measured by the HAM-D, HADS, and PHQ-9 in cardiac, cancer, stroke,

epilepsy, diabetes, and fibromyalgia patients [45–47, 52, 54, 56, 58], with an average correlation

coefficient of 0.51 and a range of r = 0.25–0.68.

Negative metacognitive beliefs were also significantly and positively correlated with symp-

toms of PTSD r = 0.7 (measured using the IES-R), however this was only evaluated in cancer

patients [41, 51].

Cognitive confidence. Cognitive confidence (i.e. reduced confidence in memory) was sig-

nificantly and positively correlated with symptoms of anxiety and depression across each of

the physical illnesses assessed except in cardiac disease and multiple sclerosis. Cognitive confi-

dence was found to be a significant and positive correlate of anxiety, with an average Pearson’s

r of 0.37 (range r = 0.24–0.59) [45, 46, 50, 52, 54, 58] as measured by the HADS, GAD-7, and

Table 3. Correlation coefficients between distress measures and metacognitive beliefs.

Study Physical Illness Distress Measure Correlation Coefficient Between Distress Measure & MCQ

NMC PMC CSC CC NC

Allot et al. (2005) Parkinson’s disease HADS NR NR NR NR NR

Brown & Fernie (2015) Parkinson’s disease HADS-A 0.56a 0.38a 0.35a 0.27a 0.36a

Compare, et al (2018) Cardiac HAM-D 0.25a -0.08 -0.09 -0.02 0.13

Cook et al (2015) Cancer HADS NR NR NR NR NR

Donnellan et al (2016) Stroke HADS-A 0.55a 0.04 0.29c 0.42c 0.17

HADS-D 0.48a -0.03 0.28c 0.44a 0.18

Fisher & Noble (2017) Epilepsy BAI NR NR NR NR NR

BDI-II

Fisher et al (2018) Cancer HADS 0.74b 0.47b 0.47b 0.46b 0.52b

IES-R 0.70b 0.40b 0.40b 0.43b 0.59b

Fisher, Reilly, & Noble (2018) Epilepsy HADS-A 0.68b 0.22b 0.32b 0.27b 0.43b

HADS-D 0.39b 0.08 0.09 0.35b 0.35b

Heffer-Rahn & Fisher (2018) Multiple Sclerosis HADS-T 0.49b 0.22b 0.1 0.45b 0.37b

Kollmann, et al (2016) Fibromyalgia DASS-D 0.68b 0.32b 0.53b 0.50b 0.56b

DASS-A 0.72b 0.37b 0.56b 0.59b 0.58b

DASS-S 0.67b 0.36b 0.53b 0.48b 0.56b

Purewal & Fisher (2018) Diabetes GAD-7 0.77b 0.39b 0.43b 0.43b 0.59b

PHQ-9 0.68b 0.32b 0.39b 0.47b 0.56b

Quattropani et al. (2017) Cancer HADS-A 0.76b 0.19 0.30b 0.21 0.35c

HADS-D 0.54b -0.08 0.06 0.20 0.31b

HADS-T 0.68b 0.08 0.26c 0.26c 0.38b

Quattropani et al. (2016) Cancer HADS-A 0.74b 0.20c 0.06 0.24b 0.09

HADS-D 0.58b 0.01 -0.02 0.22b 0.05

HADS-T 0.69 0.12 0.05 0.26b 0.10

Average Pearson’s r Anxiety 0.68 0.31 0.36 0.37 0.46

Depression 0.51 0.32 0.40 0.40 0.45

Total 0.64 0.35 0.37 0.36 0.42

a = p < 0.001

b = p < 0.01

c = p < 0.05; HADS = Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; DASS = Depression Anxiety and Stress Scale; IES-R = Impact of Events Scale Revised; GAD-

7 = Generalized Anxiety Disorder Assessment; PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire -9; BAI = Beck Anxiety Inventory; BDI-II = Beck Depression Inventory II;

HAM-D = Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression; NMC = Negative Metacognitive Beliefs (uncontrollability and danger of worry); CC = Cognitive Confidence;

CSC = Cognitive Self Consciousness; PMC = Positive Metacognitive Beliefs; NC = Need for Control; NR = Not Reported; A = Anxiety; D = Depression; T = Total.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0238457.t003
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the DASS. Similarly, for depression, cognitive confidence was positively and significantly cor-

related with depression, with an average Pearson’s r of 0.40 (range r = 0.22–0.50) [45, 46, 52,

54, 58].

Need for control. Need for control was significantly and positively associated with both

anxiety and depression across illnesses except in stroke and cardiac patients [47, 50–54, 58].

Across studies, there was a moderate positive correlation with anxiety with an average Pear-

son’s r = 0.46 (range r = 0.35–0.59) and with depression with an average Pearson’s r = 0.45

(range r = 0.31–0.56).

Cognitive self-consciousness. Cognitive self-consciousness was positively and signifi-

cantly associated with both anxiety and depression in Parkinson’s disease, stroke, cancer, epi-

lepsy, fibromyalgia, and diabetes [45, 47, 50–52, 54, 58]. Across studies there was a positive

and moderate correlation with anxiety with an average Pearson’s r = 0.36 (range = 0.29–0.56).

Similarly, for depression there was a positive and moderate correlation with an average Pear-

son’s r = 0.40 (range = 0.28–0.53).

Positive metacognitive beliefs. Positive metacognitive beliefs were positively and signifi-

cantly correlated with anxiety [46, 50, 52, 54, 58] in Parkinson’s disease, epilepsy, fibromyalgia,

diabetes and cancer patients (average Pearson’s r = 0.31; range r = 0.2–0.39). Positive metacog-

nitive beliefs were also associated with depression [54, 58] in fibromyalgia and diabetes patients

with a positive correlation of Pearson’s r = 0.32 for both studies. This pattern of coefficients sug-

gests that positive metacognitive beliefs show less consistency and strength of association with

anxiety and depression across illnesses compared with negative metacognitive beliefs.

Unique metacognitive predictors of anxiety, depression, and trauma

symptoms

Ten of the thirteen included papers [41, 45–47, 49, 50, 52, 53, 58, 61] conducted hierarchical

regressions evaluating which metacognitive beliefs subscales were independent predictors of

anxiety, depression, and/or overall distress. A range of factors were controlled for including

age, gender, and disease related factors (i.e. months under chemotherapy, epilepsy characteris-

tics). Four studies [41, 50, 52, 58] also controlled for cognitions, namely illness perceptions

and intolerance of uncertainty. A summary of each analysis is described in S1–S5 Tables.

When evaluating the statistical contribution of metacognitive beliefs to anxiety after con-

trolling for additional variables including age, gender, and disease factors, metacognitive belief

subscales (entered as a block) accounted for, on average, an additional 40% of the variance in

anxiety. Unique contributions amongst the block of MCQ factors were made by the negative

metacognitive belief subscale of uncontrollability and danger, which was the most consistent

predictor of anxiety, significantly and independently predicting anxiety across cancer, diabe-

tes, epilepsy, stroke and Parkinson’s disease patients (range β = 0.41–0.83). Quattropani et al

[47] found that negative metacognitive beliefs were the strongest predictor of distress in cancer

(β = 0.83). While NMC were found to be a strong predictor of distress in all three included

studies on cancer [41, 46, 47], there was a large range (β = 0.44–0.83), however this may be due

to the factors controlled for in the regression analyses. Cook et al [41] controlled for illness

perceptions (cognition) and found a smaller contribution of negative cognitive beliefs (β =

0.44) while Quattropani et al [46, 47] controlled for fewer factors and did not include cogni-

tion, which could account for the larger contribution of metacognitive beliefs (β = 0.77 [46]; β
= 0.83 [47]). In addition to uncontrollability and danger, positive metacognitive beliefs were

found to significantly predict anxiety in Parkinson’s disease (β = 0.25) and cancer (β = 0.15).

Whilst, cognitive confidence was found to significantly predict anxiety in Parkinson’s, stroke,

epilepsy, and diabetes (range β = 0.13–0.27), however these contributions were small.
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Metacognitive beliefs significantly predicted depression in diabetes, cancer, epilepsy, and

stroke patients after controlling for age, gender, and disease factors. On average, metacognitive

belief subscales (entered as a block) accounted for an additional 27% of the variance in depres-

sion. Amongst the block of MCQ factors unique contributions were made by negative meta-

cognitive beliefs regarding uncontrollability and danger in diabetes, cancer, epilepsy, and

stroke patients (range β = 0.23–0.71). In addition, cognitive self-consciousness and cognitive

confidence were also found to significantly predict depression. Cognitive self-consciousness

significantly predicted depression in stroke, epilepsy and cancer (range β = -0.24–0.32), while

cognitive confidence significantly predicted depression in stroke, epilepsy and diabetes (range

β = 0.17–0.26).

Only one study examined if metacognitive beliefs predicted trauma symptoms [41]. Cook

et al [41] found that after controlling for age, gender and illness perceptions, metacognitive

beliefs accounted for a further 17% of the variance. Specifically, negative metacognitive beliefs

of uncontrollability and danger were found to be significant independent predictors (β = 0.41).

Is cognition or metacognition a stronger predictor of anxiety and

depression symptoms?

Of note, four studies controlled for cognition (intolerance of uncertainty and illness percep-

tions) when evaluating if metacognitive beliefs predicted symptoms of anxiety and depression

[41, 50, 52, 58]. Negative metacognitive beliefs were a stronger predictor of symptoms of anxi-

ety and depression than cognition. Brown and Fernie [50] controlled for intolerance of uncer-

tainty (IUS). While IUS was found to be a significant predictor of symptoms of anxiety in

patients with Parkinson’s disease (β= 0.31, p < 0.001), negative metacognitive beliefs were a

stronger predictor of anxiety (β = 0.45, p< 0.001). Similarly, three studies evaluated the impact

of illness perceptions on symptoms of anxiety in cancer, diabetes and epilepsy [41, 52, 58].

Although certain cognitions regarding illness perceptions were found to be a significant pre-

dictor of anxiety (β = -0.17–0.16, p< 0.05), metacognitive beliefs (entered as a block) were

found to be a stronger predictor of anxiety symptoms. Unique contributions were made by

negative metacognitive beliefs of uncontrollability and danger (β = 0.44–0.73, p< 0.001)

across patients in cancer, diabetes, and epilepsy. However, Cook et al [41] found that the psy-

chological cause subscale significantly predicted symptoms of anxiety to the same magnitude

as negative metacognitive beliefs (β = 0.44).

A similar pattern emerged when evaluating symptoms of depression [41, 52, 58], whereby

negative metacognitive beliefs were a stronger predictor of depressive symptoms than cogni-

tion (illness perceptions). Illness perceptions were found to significantly predict depressive

symptoms in epilepsy and diabetes patients (β = 0.15–0.18, p< 0.001, [52, 58]), but not in can-

cer patients [41]. Unique contributions were made by negative metacognitive beliefs regarding

uncontrollability and danger, which was found to be a large, positive and significant predictor

of depressive symptoms (β = 0.23–0.71, p< 0.001). In addition, cognitive confidence was also

found to be a significant predictor of depression (β = 0.19–0.26, p < 0.001). Whilst these

results suggest that metacognitions may be more consistent and unique correlates of anxiety

and depression than cognitions, they must be regarded cautiously as they are based on only

four studies.

Discussion

Metacognitive beliefs measured using the metacognitions questionnaire were found to be posi-

tively and significantly associated with anxiety, depression, and trauma across a range of physi-

cal illnesses (i.e. cancer, Parkinson’s disease, cardiac, stroke, epilepsy, multiple sclerosis,
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fibromyalgia and diabetes). Negative metacognitive beliefs focusing on the uncontrollability

and danger of worry emerged as the subscale that was associated most consistently with both

anxiety and depression. The positive relationship was observed across each of the physical ill-

nesses assessed. Only two studies [41, 51] evaluated the association between metacognitive

beliefs and trauma symptoms, finding a significant and positive correlation between trauma

symptoms and negative metacognitive beliefs of uncontrollability and danger.

While the majority of correlations were moderate to large there were a few studies that

reported small correlations between psychological distress measures and metacognitive beliefs.

Compare et al [56], reported a significant but small correlation (r = 0.25) with uncontrollability

and danger in cardiac patients. While the mean scores on the HAM-D were indicative of mod-

erate depression, there was a large standard deviation indicating a large range in symptoms. In

addition, the National Audit of Cardiac Rehabilitation [65] highlights that cardiac patients

often experience greater symptoms of anxiety than depression, as such it may be that patients

were predominantly anxious, however this is unclear as the study did not assess anxiety

symptoms.

The relationships observed in the studies reviewed and their consistency suggests that meta-

cognitions should be considered as potential predictors of anxiety and depression across physi-

cal illnesses. Furthermore, metacognitions concerning the uncontrollability and danger of

thoughts in particular appear to be more robust correlates than cognitions, but caution is

needed in this latter respect as it is based on relatively few studies. The results imply that the

S-REF model of psychological disorder symptoms, that places metacognitions incentre-stage

may be applicable to formulating psychological symptoms of anxiety and depression across

physical illness. The robust and reliable associations across illnesses found for beliefs about

uncontrollability and danger in particular are consistent with the emphasis on this factor in

understanding and treating psychological disorder in metacognitive therapy [23]. The results

provide further support for the transdiagnostic nature of metacognitive beliefs and their asso-

ciation with emotional maladaptation by extending this finding to a range of medical

conditions.

A number of studies in this review controlled for gender, age disease-related factors and

cognitions in testing the individual additional contribution of metacognitive beliefs to anxiety

and depression [41, 45–47, 49, 50, 52, 53, 58, 61]. These results showed that the relationships

found with metacognitions remained when controlling for these variables. Of particular inter-

est when controlling for cognitive factors such as intolerance of uncertainty or illness percep-

tions metacognitions continued to be moderate to strong predictors of anxiety and also

positive but slightly weaker predictors of depression. Specifically, metacognitive beliefs in the

uncontrollability and danger domain were found to significantly predict symptoms of anxiety

in patients with Parkinson’s disease, epilepsy, cancer, and diabetes. Only one study [41] found

that cognition predicted anxiety symptoms to the same magnitude as metacognitive beliefs,

however this scale was created by the authors and may conflate behavioural and psychological

attributions. In addition, cognitive confidence was also found to significantly predict depres-

sive symptoms in epilepsy and diabetes [52, 58]. This result is consistent with other findings

where decreased cognitive confidence has been associated with depression and increased

rumination (e.g. Papageorgiou & Wells [66]).

Taken together the results suggest that negative metacognitive beliefs of uncontrollability

and danger may be common or universal predictors of anxiety and depression but that there

are illness-specific metacognitive beliefs that may also be important. Furthermore, the relation-

ships observed are robust against controlling for a range of factors including the influence of

cognition. This is important when considering psychological interventions, suggesting that

interventions targeting metacognitive beliefs may be more helpful than those that target
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cognition. Preliminary studies of metacognitive therapy for treating anxiety and depression

within physical illnesses show promising evidence [67–69]. Fisher et al [68] evaluated meta-

cognitive therapy for emotional distress in an open trial for adult cancer survivors. Winter et al

[69] conducted a case study of MCT for adjustment disorder in a patient with pulmonary arte-

rial hypertension. These initial studies suggest that MCT is an acceptable and feasible interven-

tion that was associated with positive outcomes.

The results of the review mirror findings in mental health settings, which demonstrate that

metacognitive beliefs are associated with anxiety and depression [29, 70–77] and that negative

metacognitive beliefs of uncontrollability and danger show the strongest and most reliable

relationships with these symptoms [29]. It seems therefore, that the relationships observed

between anxiety, depression and metacognitions in non-clinical and mental health popula-

tions are similar to those found in patients with a range of physical health conditions. In addi-

tion, the results are in line with a systematic review conducted by Lenzo, Sardella, Martino,

and Quattropani [78] in individuals with chronic medical conditions where metacognitive

beliefs were associated with anxiety, depression, and quality of life. The present study extends

these findings with broader inclusion and exclusion criteria (e.g., wider age range and study

designs), use of a different quality assessment tool and by reporting coefficients of association

between metacognitions, anxiety and depression and examining relationship when other vari-

ables were controlled.

While all metacognitive belief subscales were associated with anxiety or depression at a

bivariate level it appears that a smaller set of specific metacognitions emerge as independent

predictors in specific physical illnesses. This is consistent with findings in patients with varying

mental health disorders (e.g. major depression, generalised anxiety disorder, obsessive com-

pulsive disorder), where negative metacognitive beliefs concerning uncontrollability and dan-

ger were strongly associated with a range of psychiatric diagnoses. Whilst more specific

associations with psychiatric disorder and low cognitive confidence and increased cognitive

self-consciousness have been found [29]. This may be of particular importance for clinical

applications, highlighting that across physical illnesses it appears important to consider nega-

tive metacognitive beliefs regarding uncontrollability and danger. These appear to be trans-

diagnostic such that irrespective of physical illness they are significant predictors of anxiety

and depression. However, additional metacognitive beliefs may need to be considered based

on type of illness, for example, positive beliefs about worry made additional contributions to

anxiety in Parkinson’s disease and cancer. Low cognitive confidence contributed additionally

to anxiety and depression in stroke, epilepsy and diabetes, whilst cognitive self-consciousness

explained variance in depression in stroke, cancer and epilepsy.

While all studies assessed symptoms of anxiety and depression, no study included a formal

mental health diagnosis, despite most patients experiencing clinically significant levels of anxi-

ety and depression. Mean scores on measures of anxiety and depression indicate that the

symptom severity score was above the clinical cut-off for the measure. While we do not know

if patients have a diagnosed disorder, as they did not complete a diagnostic screening tool, the

mean symptom scores indicate that as a group they were experiencing mild-moderate symp-

toms of distress. In addition, four studies [41, 52, 53, 58] reported a breakdown of the percent-

age of participants classed as meeting case-ness (e.g., minimum of mild anxiety/depression).

Out of the 1432 participants in these four studies 27.9% met case-ness for depression, and

55.9% met case-ness for anxiety, indicating that there is a high number of patients with physi-

cal illnesses experiencing clinically significant symptoms of distress. These results suggest that

the relationships observed are likely to be applicable to a range of anxiety and depression

symptom severities but more research on individuals meeting clinical case-ness or diagnostic

criteria for anxiety disorders and depression is needed.
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While the majority of studies were rated fair quality there were studies with poor ratings,

which made it difficult to assess the reliability of the associations found within these papers. For

example, Compare et al [56] evaluated metacognitive beliefs in cardiac patients and noted that

negative metacognitive beliefs were most strongly associated with symptoms of depression. While

the association of negative metacognitive beliefs and depression is unsurprising, it is interesting

that this study only evaluated symptoms of depression and not anxiety, given that cardiac patients

often demonstrate higher levels of anxiety than depression [65]. Three studies did not provide

descriptive data of metacognitive belief subscales or of measures of distress, which caused difficul-

ties when interpreting study results. For example, some studies did not report means and standard

deviations on measures of distress; therefore, it was unclear if participants were experiencing clini-

cally significant levels. As such, more rigorous assessments and better descriptions of variables in

studies is required. A limitation of the included studies is the restricted range of factors that were

controlled for in the regression analyses predicting distress. For example, not all papers controlled

for somatic factors when investigating the impact of metacognitive beliefs on anxiety and depres-

sion. As such, future studies should control for disease and related factors that may impinge on

the relationship between distress and metacognitive beliefs.

One of the of limitations is that all studies were of cross-sectional design, as such informa-

tion on prospective relationships between metacognition and symptoms and longer-term

effects of beliefs on psychological functioning could not be evaluated. In addition, the review

was limited to adults and therefore the implications of metacognitive beliefs for distress across

the life-span could not be examined. However, preliminary evaluations of metacognitive

beliefs in children and adolescent non-clinical samples highlight that similar to adults, meta-

cognitive beliefs positively relate to anxiety and depression [79, 80]. In the current review we

did not aim to assess the relationship between quality of life and metacognitions, but this has

been assessed in an earlier review [78]. While the majority of correlations were moderate to

large there were a few studies that reported small correlations between psychological distress

measures and metacognitive beliefs, which may limit the findings. However, these weaker cor-

relations were likely due to a significant proportion of the variance being accounted for by the

strong relationships between negative metacognitive beliefs regarding uncontrollability and

danger and psychological distress. This may suggest that negative metacognitive beliefs regard-

ing uncontrollability and danger may be an important factor in maintaining distress across

physical illnesses while additional metacognitive beliefs may be more prominent based on type

of illness.

In conclusion, the results of this review show theoretically consistent positive relationships

between dimensions of metacognitive beliefs and symptoms of anxiety and depression in

patients with physical illnesses. The results support further exploration of these relationships

coupled with more rigorous reporting of sample characteristics, descriptive statistics of the

measures used, and stronger control of illness related factors. Future studies should aim to

recruit clinically anxious and depressed samples of patients with physical illnesses. The field

would be advanced by use of approaches to analysis that could identify the generic and specific

metacognitive dimensions that contribute to anxiety and depression across different illness

groups. Never the less, the results suggest that metacognitive therapy might be effectively

applied in both mental and physical health settings in patients with physical and mental health

co-morbidities.
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